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What You Should Know About Evaluating Simulation Results-Part 2 Mike Carlson graduated from the University of Toronto with a degree in geological engineering in 1979. He started his career in the Drayton Valley field office of Amoco Canada Petroleum Company Ltd. as a lease engineer and as a completions engineer. Following this he worked for Home Oil Company Limited as an operations engineer, Group Leader Northern Alberta Reservoir, and as Group Leader Reserves. During the latter assignment, Home was purchased by Gulf (through Hiram Walker Resources) and sold internally (to IPL). He was also
responsible for securities reporting. Subsequent to this, Mike was employed by Scientific Software-Intercomp, where he did independent corporate evaluations, a number of simulation studies and taught courses on reservoir simulation. Currently, Mike is president of Applied Reservoir Engineering & Evaluation Ltd. (ARE) where he manages economic evaluations, general reservoir engineering and reservoir simulation studies. He has been active within the technical societies in Calgary. A past technical program chairman for The Petroleum Society+s Annual Technical Meeting, he was responsible for
newsletter advertising (SPE) for two years, and currently serves on the National Board of the Petroleum Society. He has written eight technical papers and has been invited to make a number of industry presentations. The substance of this article was presented at the Petroleum Society+s Calgary Technical Luncheon on September 23rd, 1996. Introduction This is the second of a two part article on assessing simulation results. Evaluation engineers are often provided with a numerical simulation study as part of the technical support for an economic evaluation of an oil and gas property. Simulation
involves many specialized techniques which many people may not be familiar with. A procedure is outlined, in this article, which will aid in assessing the applicability of simulation results to an economic evaluation. Part 1, in the May issue of JCPT, contained the Introduction, discussed Consistency Checks and Identifying the Critical Issues. Model design was the last topic, where implementations for waterflooding, multiple (gas-oil, water-oil, or gas-water) contacts, mature production, retrograde condensation and miscible floods were discussed. In Part 2, the discussion continues with
Evaluating the Simulation Technique, Report Review followed by Conclusions. Evaluating the Simulation Technique Check that Grid can Physically Model Reservoir Flow Reducing the number of grid blocks can be taken too far. The following example occurred in a study proposal which was submitted to the author. The objective was to determine horizontal well potential in a tight sandstone reservoir. Production in vertical wells was uneconomic due to low rates and GOR penalties. The study was to determine if a horizontal well would increase productivity enough to enable economic production and if
GORs would be low enough to avoid penalties. Flow nets are a very useful tool to help mentally picture the flow in the reservoir. A flow pattern something like that shown in Figure 6 should exist. Since the reservoir is tight (less than 1 mD) localized gas saturations would exist. A fine grid made with small grid blocks and thin layers would be required around the well. An element of symmetry could be utilized through the centre of the well to reduce computation. The proposal, for the situation described above, recommended three layers with the wellbore centred in blocks with 100 foot
horizontal x and y dimensions. It is important to realize that the simulator would still have run. Although these large grid blocks could not correctly represent the physics in the reservoir, the model would still produce results. The proposal was not considered favourably by the author. Many wells have been hydraulically fractured. Usually models are run and minor adjustments made via -pseudo well relative permeability curves.+ Wells that have been fracced will show slower GOR increases than unfracced wells. This will not always produce correct results if the combined propped half length of
the fractures is greater than 25% of the interwell distance. Under these conditions, the deviation from a radial flow pattern is too severe to be represented radially in conjunction with pseudo well curves. Studies by the author have shown that waterflood response in a reservoir that has large fracs is not as pronounced as predicted by radial flow models. The approach to such a simulation had to be changed-a type well study with the fracture modelled directly was more appropriate. Grids are not always correctly implemented. Unfortunately physically incompatible results will not automatically
cause the simulator to crash. In such cases the model will calculate, with great precision, meaningless results. Simulators can provide answers which are physically incorrect. In some cases it may be possible to obtain a -reasonable+ history match, based on limited data, despite basic errors. In conclusion, check to see that the model grid can represent the physical flow patterns in the reservoir. Check Implementation Of Wells The wellbore equation used in grid blocks is for steady state flow. Hence buildups cannot be modelled, unless a coning type model has been built. Note that the skin
factor in a simulator is related to the grid block edge, and not an infinite distance from the well. For this reason, skins from pressure transient analyses cannot be input directly into a simulator. Simulator skin factors are larger than well test skins.

